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It is no secret that hospitals and health systems are under more pressure now 

than ever before. As patients age and budgets tighten, improvement and change 

initiatives pile up, often leaving executive teams with dozens—or even 

hundreds—of work streams to handle simultaneously. 

We routinely hear that health care executives around the world are dealing with

the same problem: they’re just too busy to improve. To cope, they traditionally 

seek one of two paths: consulting or self-service. But there is a third option 

available: Advisory Board’s unique best practice research.

320+
Number of separate 

and simultaneous 

change initiatives

identified at one 

organisation 

OPTION #1

Traditional 

Consulting Service

Potential limitations:

• Not structured to 

implement more than one 

solution at a time

• Predicated on short-term 

business-client 

relationship

• Resource intensive in 

times of budget pressures

OPTION #2

Self-Service 

Model

• Trusted partner across 

executive roles and 

implementation streams

• Ongoing international body 

of research informs latest 

strategy

• Dedicated advisor 

maximises membership 

value

OPTION #3

Advisory Board 

Global Research

Options for Executive Service Support

TRADITIONAL BEST PRACTICE

Potential limitations:

• Extensive internal 

research commitment 

drains employee time

• Research is not ongoing 

once solution is found

• Low scale for cost

90%
Membership 

renewal rate 

year-over-year
3.8+

Average member rating 

of national meetings (on 

a 4-point scale)
10+ yrs.

Average 

membership 

length

RESEARCH TERRAINS

OPERATIONS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGYSTRATEGY WORKFORCE

Making the Case for Global Best Practice

Key Objectives of Your Service Team 

https://www.advisory.com/
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Snapshot of Member Services

DELIVERING ON 

MEMBER VALUE

We bring our objective insights and 

proven best practices directly to our 

members and work alongside them 

to help focus agendas, uncover 

areas of opportunity, and rethink 

strategy together. 

$1M
Cost avoidance due to 

EMR analysis led by 

global e-health team
71%

Increase in patient 

satisfaction after 

implementing nurse 

rounding best practices

¾ day
Decrease in ALOS after 

implementing discharge 

best practices

DOCUMENTED MEMBER ROI

We’re frequently asked how much our discrete services cost. We want to be clear that everything shown here is 

included in membership. No matter what sudden changes come your way, we can pivot with you—for no added 

cost. In other words: unlike with traditional consulting firms, there’s no additional charge if your priorities evolve 

across the year.

Instead of hiring a COO we have the Advisory 

Board. CEO, Australian Hospital

Whenever I have a question about a particular 

health or technology related topic, I turn to the 

Advisory Board for help.
CIO, UK Foundation Trust

Advisory Board gave us ideas on how to think 

differently and join health care systems in thinking 

strategically. CEO, Canadian Hospital

Accelerate  

Implementation

Develop, Refine 

Your Strategy

Equip Your Team with  

Best Practices

International 

Strategy Blog

Executive 

Roundtables

Plug-and-Play 

Strategic  Planning

Templates

Executive 

Briefings

Metric-Driven  

Action Planning

Diagnostic Tools

& Calculators

Onsite 

Presentations

Best Practice  

Publications

Ready-to-Use 

Presentations

Live Webinars and 

On-DemandVideos

Document 

Reviews

Action-Planning  

Onsites

Self-Assessment 

Guides

Strategy 

Retreats

On-Demand  

Expert Advice
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